
On Winter Dreams ... 
 

Alexander Konstantinovich Glazunov (1865-1936) was one of but a few Russian 
musicians whose contributions were representative of an emerging indigenous voice 
at a time political and musical change in Russia. His boyhood coincided with the 
golden years of St Petersburg and the rise to fame of Tchaikovsky, the country’s 
greatest composer. During Glazunov's earlier career he was a figure of crucial 
importance. As teacher at the Conservatory in St Petersburg (from 1905) his 
insistence on a thorough grounding in all areas of music and his devotion to a 
distinctly Russian style ensured high standards. His musical capabilities were 
exceptional, as recalled by his most famous pupil, Shostakovich: he could read even 
the most complex orchestral scores at sight, and had an extraordinary memory of 
even bad compositions by long gone students heard even once. As composer his 
capabilities as orchestrator and as melodist of rare distinction he had no equals at the 
time.  

Yet by the time he joined the ranks of Russia’s musical elite, the 19th-century style to 
which he devoted most of his career was already in decline, and he would soon be a 
lone figure amidst the novelties of the 20th century. His older contemporaries – 
especially the patriotic circle around the “Russian Five”, such as Mussorgsky and 
Borodin, would soon not be around any more. Furthermore, Glazunov’s musical hero 
and mentor Tchaikovsky too died, in 1893, aged only 53. Glazunov spent his last 
years in Paris, as a mere spectator, at the political changes in his fatherland. His age 
and temperament did not allow him to grasp the work of Russia’s three most 
prominent modern composers – Prokofiev, Stravinsky and Shostakovich. 

His attractive Violin Concerto in A minor, Op. 82 is a brief but enchanting work 
from 1904, offering plenty of special effects for the soloist, and probably the most 
widely played of Glazunov's works. Structurally it is an elegant summary of various 
late 19th century approaches to the concerto genre, molding them into a compact 
single movement. Taking his lead from works such as Liszt’s B minor sonata or piano 
concertos, Glazunov designed his concerto as a large continuous movement, 
introducing the main theme played by the soloist almost immediately, i.e. without the 
usual orchestral introduction. The equally lyrical second theme appears from the 
second minute of the work. A lively closing sequence follows, serving as a link to the 
slow movement, which doubles as development section. This is one of the 
composer’s most enchanting melodies, on the violin’s lowest string against a magical 
accompaniment of harp and divided cellos. The ensuing scherzo-like section, too, 
forms part of a development, and leads directly into a cadenza for the soloist, 
heralded by basses and tympani. The beginning of the joyous finale is  announced 
with an festive trumpet-led theme. This propels the soloist on to a passionate series 
of multiple stoppings, pizzicatos, overtone playing (harmonics) and general high 
spirits, but not before announcing another unforgettable melody. 

http://www.allmusic.com/artist/glazunov-mn0001180258


 
During the last two decades of the 19th century, at the latest, composers realised the 
shortcomings of existent musical processes for their individual expressive needs. The 
tonal expansionist tendencies of Wagner and his (direct and indirect) followers were 
set to a route that gradually succeeded in removing the centuries old tradition of fixed 
tonality. Whereas it was left to individuals such as Arnold Schönberg to radicalise the 
process, many others still tried to combine novelty with tradition. It was In the works 
of Individuals such as Mussorgsky, Grieg, and especially a group of French 
composers found unique ways to prepare the world of music for new and original 
sound experiences. Historians were slow to realise these novelties, and it was only 
after the success of Debussy, and the perceived similarities of his music with new 
techniques of painting, that the term of Impressionism – after Monet’s painting 
Sunrise – an Impression – was coined. Typical qualities were new sounds and 
instrumental colours, deviation from traditional form procedures, and the blurring of 
the borders between thematic and non-thematic structures, such as can be found in 
the music of Ernest Chausson (1855-1899).  
 
His charming Poème for violin and orchestra can be seen as a miniature concerto 
(older sources indeed listed it as such). It is a good example of a personal style that 
grew from that of his teacher Cèsar Franck. The composer’s shy and somewhat 
melancholic disposition was not ideal to satisfy virtuoso violinist Eugène Ysaÿe’s 
request for a concerto. The end-result was the single movement Poème, reflecting 
an approach that seems closely related to a popular genre of the late 19th century. 
The Poème was in fact originally based on a novel by the Paris-based Russian 
novelist Turgenev. Besides some passionate moments in the second half, the work 
breathes a lyrical and dreamy mood throughout that could be associated with the 
“triumphant Love” theme of the novel. The solo violin appears shortly after the brief 
orchestral introduction, and is clearly the main “character” of the piece. There is even 
an extended cadenza for the instrument, as in the traditional concerto. The closing 
bars of the work are underlined by a series of violin trills in the highest registers of the 
instrument. The work was well-received, and Ysaÿe performed it several times in 
public. (It would also seem that he had a hand in some of the advanced violin 
techniques, such as those of the cadenza.) 
 

Although the 18th century goal of art music in Russia was meant to represent local 
colour, that could only be reached through music centres such as Vienna and Paris. 
It was only with the establishment of an outspoken ideal for an indigenous music 
culture, through the Group of Five (mentioned above) that first steps were taken to 
accomplish this. On the other hand the establishment in 1866 of the Moscow 
Conservatory by Anton Rubinstein represented a cosmopolitan, academic approach 
to the grounding of a sustainable indigenous music culture. Maybe in support of this 
approach Rubinstein took the young Tchaikovsky (1840-1893) under his wings, and 
secured a position for him at the new institution. The 26-year old represented the 
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younger generation, and can be seen as a bridging figure between the Russian Five 
and Western traditions.  

Members such as Balakirev and Rubinstein from the older generation did pursue the 
symphonic tradition, but with limited success. Only Tchaikovsky’s superior gifts could 
ensure a more natural solution for the genre in Russia. The composition of his First 
Symphony in G minor, Op. 13, can be seen as an attempt to “prove” his usefulness, 
as well as a truly Russian answer to the immensely popular symphony genre 
elsewhere in Europe. The work had a difficult genesis – he worked on it literally day 
and night. The reception of the young composer’s graduation piece at Rubinstein’s 
institution was dismal, and it proved controversial to both factions of the Russian 
music scene. It was only after several reworkings that the symphony was eventually 
performed in 1868, and had a reasonably good reception from the public. The 
composer’s subtitle for the work (Winter Dreams) is not an indication of a 
programmatic basis, but does reflect a sincere poetic mood – a common feature of 
both Western and older Russian traditions – and certainly added to the symphony’s 
early reception history.  

As a first attempt at bridging the gap between Russian and Western traditions the 
work lacks the maturity and wealth of expression of later works such as the fourth or 
sixth symphonies, but it is already Tchaikovskian in temperament and technique. It is 
a curious (but convincing) mixture of his academic training and his innate knowledge 
of music. Therefore his typical use of all the strings in unison against the woodwinds 
and brass is abundantly present, and his masterful use of the waltz is already present 
in the middle section of the scherzo. He succeeds in blending the Russian flavour 
with European models – Schumann’s lyricism is especially present in the scherzo-
section as well. The second movement was the first to be found acceptable by 

Rubinstein. It 
is possibly 
the most 

“Russian” of the four movements. Although ternary, all three sections use the same 
melodic material: a theme consisting of four short phrases. The third and fourth of 
these contain characteristic qualities often found in Russian folk music, which is 
easily recognised if you know the Volga Boat Song, or the popular Russian hit of the 
fifties Midnight in Moscow, especially the descending fourth (marked in the first 
phrase in the example). This quality is also present in the opening movement, though 
slightly disguised, and appears also in the second symphony and elsewhere in 
Tchaikovsky’s music.  

True to symphonic tradition since Beethoven, the final movement is a victorious feast 
of sound. The somewhat dark mood of the Andante lugubre introduction is expressed 
by a bass motive that appears several times, and develops briefly in the ensuing 
Allegro moderato. The finale proper starts only with the arrival of the Allegro 
maestoso. 



The first theme – again a reminder of Schumann – soon develops into strict 
counterpoint (rare in the music of Tchaikovsky) – nothing less than a fully-fledged 
fugue! No doubt this was supposed to impress Rubinstein with the young composer’s 
mastering the complex fugal technique. Its boisterous course could be seen as a 
forestudy for the much later 1812 Overture, which led to musicologist Karl 
Loeschhorn’s comparing it to “... a pack of hunting Cossacks ...” The fugue leads into 
the second theme, which is an exact copy of the movement’s lugubre theme, as can 
be seen by comparing the first example with the second: 

 

The development section is dominated by yet another fugue! This is interrupted by 
the introduction (Andante lugubre), and the very fast Allegro vivo, with the main 
theme in a festively augmented form. But this is not the end. The last 150 bars 
(marked più animato) of the movement are a gigantic accumulation of sound power, 
involving the whole orchestral force, and guaranteed to keep the audience wide 
awake.  

 


